Module 1 – Internet
Self- assessment questions
Topic 1: Internet Safety
Question 1: Choose the option that is not an internet threat
Option 1

Internet addiction

Option 2

Malware

Option 3

Instant Messaging

Correct answer

Instant Messaging

Question 2: In order to avoid “bad” sites someone has to …
Option 1

use internet filters

Option 2

stop using web browsers

Option 3

know the exact URL of each web page he /she wants to visit

Correct answer

use internet filters

Question 3: Choose the option that is not malicious software
Option 1

virus

Option 2

rogue security software

Option 3

Trojan scanner online software

Correct answer

Trojan scanner online software

Question 4: In order to remove malware someone has to …
Option 1

create back up files of his/her data first

Option 2

stay connected in the Internet

Option 3

perform a disk format immediately

Correct answer

create back up files of his/her data first

Question 5: Secure your Internet accounts …
Option 1

by using the same password for all of them (easy to remember)

Option 2

by writing down the passwords on your mobile phone (always close to
you)

Option 3

by using different and hard to remember passwords for each one of
them

Correct answer

by using different and hard to remember passwords for each one of
them

Topic 2: Internet and Information Searching
Question 1: Google Chrome is:
Option 1

a web search engine

Option 2

a web browser

Option 3

a web page

Correct answer

a web browser

Question 2: teachersgodigital.eu is:
Option 1

a web page address

Option 2

an e-mail address

Option 3

a web search engine

Correct answer

a web page address

Question 3: Which one is not a web search engine:
Option 1

Google.com

Option 2

Duckduckgo.com

Option 3

Mozilla Firefox

Correct answer

Mozilla Firefox

Question 4: What is the most appropriate keywords to search information about the
Minoan Palace of Knossos:
Option 1

Minoan Palace

Option 2

Knossos Minoan Palace

Option 3

Knossos

Correct answer

Knossos Minoan Palace

Question 5: With the SafeSearch setting in Google.com search engine:
Option 1

the search results are filtered so that to exclude offensive or sexually
explicit results

Option 2

the search results are inspected for viruses

Option 3

instructions are presented of how to make safe searches

Correct answer

the search results are filtered so that to exclude offensive or sexually
explicit results

Topic 3: Web 2.0 tools
Question 1: A Web 2.0 tool is a web page:
Option 1

simply presenting information to the user

Option 2

created in 2000

Option 3

that allows users to create their own content in it

Correct answer

that allows users to create their own content in it

Question 2: A file created using a Web 2.0 tool:
Option 1

is accessible only from the computer in which the user created it

Option 2

is accessible from any device

Option 3

is accessible from any internet connected device

Correct answer

is accessible from any internet connected device

Question 3: A file created using a Web 2.0 tool:
Option 1

can be viewed by anyone that has an internet connected device

Option 2

can be viewed only by those who have been given the appropriate privileges by
its owner

Option 3

can always be viewed only by its owner

Correct answer

can be viewed only by those who have been given the appropriate privileges by
its owner

Question 4: A file created using a Web 2.0 tool should be:
Option 1

kept in a backup every time we make a change in it so that to avoid losing it

Option 2

is stored on the cloud and thus we are safe that we will not lose our files

Option 3

we never keep backup of our files

Correct answer

is stored on the cloud and thus we are safe that we will not lose our files

Question 5: To use a Web 2.0 tool:
Option 1

we have to download and install it in every device in which we want to use it

Option 2

does need any installation as it runs on a web browser

Option 3

none of the above

Correct answer

does need any installation as it runs on a web browser

Topic 4: Info management-Google Drive
Question 1: Files and folders created or uploaded on Google Drive is being saved…
Option 1

In a free space in the cloud for some days

Option 2

In a space where the user needs to pay for

Option 3

In a free space in the cloud

Correct answer

In a free space in the cloud

Question 2: The creator/manager of a Google Document can invite collaborators to:
Option 1

Edit or View only

Option 2

Edit, View or Comment

Option 3

Edit only

Correct answer

Edit, View or Comment

Question 3: Any change made in Google Docs can be saved…
Option 1

Automatically

Option 2

By clicking on “save” option

Option 3

By using a key combination on the keyboard

Correct answer

Automatically

Question 4: For the creation of the content of a Google Form we can use:
Option 1

Plain text

Option 2

Videos or/and photos/images

Option 3

All the above

Correct answer

All the above

Question 5: What is/are the more important advantage(s) of Google Drive’ use in
education?
Option 1

The opportunities given to get to know the application

Option 2

The opportunities given for collaborative work

Option 3

The opportunities given to get acquainted with ICT

Correct answer

The opportunities given for collaborative work

